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WOMEN IN PNT

U.S. Space Force
Makes History
with All-Female
GPS Ops Crew

T

he COVID-19 pandemic may have
prevented that annual gathering of
“Women in PNT” at this year’s virtual
ION GNSS 2020 conference.
But that didn’t keep another group of
women in PNT from reaching a milestone earlier this year: the assumption
of operational control authority over
the third GPS III satellite by an allfemale crew at Schriever Air Force Base,
Colorado.
continued on page 13

A RECAP

ION GNSS+ 2020 VIRTUAL
This year’s ION GNSS+ conference was transformed into an interactive virtual event
held on September 22–25, 2020.
The 1,800+ attendees benefited from live stream panel discussions, on-demand
sessions, downloadable technical papers, exhibitor video presentations, and optional indepth technical tutorials taught by GNSS experts on various topics.
Below are additional statistics showcasing the highlights of ION GNSS+ 2020
VIRTUAL.
---------Attendee Demographics
The meeting consisted of 1,852 attendees, including 1,312 free first-time attendees
and 540 other participants. Free registration for first-time attendees attracted global
attention.
Virtual participants reportedly streamed the conference from the following locations:
North America, Asia/Australia, UK/Europe, India, South America, Azerbaijan, Ghana,
Iran, Iraq, New Zealand, Swaziland, and Tanzania.
With no surprise, engineers made up
the majority of attendees at 39 percent
with more than half of participants
having master’s degrees and an additional 22 percent holding PhDs. Two
percent of the free attendees reported
to still being in high school.
Students accounted for the second
largest group of attendees — a data
point that is also reflected in the age of
attendees: 64 percent were 39 years old
or younger. The gender ratio consisted
of 82 percent males and 18 percent
females.

The women of the 2nd Space Operations Squadron made history as the first ever all-female
space operations crew July 23, 2020, at Schriever Air Force Base, Colorado. The crew gained
satellite control acceptance of SVN-76, officially adding another satellite to the GPS III fleet.

Video Stats
Overall, technical session and panel
session videos received 10,297 views.
Out of those views, 2,701 of the viewcontinued on page 4

U.S. Air Force photo by Dennis Rogers and Kathryn Calvert
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PRESIDENT'S COLUMN | DR. Y. JADE MORTON

Meeting Together—Virtually
ION GNSS+ 2020 VIRTUAL
I met with 1,851 colleagues during the
last week of September for ION GNSS+
2020 VIRTUAL.
Yes, I would have preferred to have
met with you in person, collaborated
over recent research, proudly introduced
my students to academic and industry
influencers, and enjoyed a conference
cookie with friends. (Okay, so all my
friends reading this know I don’t actually
eat those conference cookies. I am more
likely to nosh on the vegetables garnishing the platters. But I, like many of you,
do miss the sociality of the shared experience of the “conference cookie.”)
While there have been many challenges
in 2020, considering the circumstances,
ION GNSS+ VIRTUAL was a great success. First, the ION hosted an outstanding technical program. My highest praise
to the technical committee and panel
moderators who had to adapt and pivot
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based on the new circumstances.
Personally, I found that the new
video presentation format allowed many
individual presenters to put forth their
very best effort, and I was impressed with
the caliber of presentations. Additionally,
the live streamed panels were lively and
engaging with questions flooding in for
panel members from the
virtual-viewing audience.
ION GNSS+ 2020 was
also a special event for me
personally to have had
the honor of receiving the
Johannes Kepler Award.
And finally, the ION
met our goal of expanding
our reach to a new global
community. We had 1,852
attendees, 1,300 of whom were first-time
registrants. Participants spanned the globe
and came from Africa, Asia, Europe,
North and South America, Australia and
Oceania. ION GNSS+ 2020
was truly the most global event
to date. See the cover story for
additional statistics and information on ION GNSS+ 2020
VIRTUAL.
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ITM/PTTI 2021 to be Held
Virtually Over Original Dates,
January 25–28
As the COVID-19 pandemic
continues to impact our global
community, and based on the
success of our recent experience
with ION GNSS+, the ION
will be offering the ION’s International Technical Meeting
(ITM) and Precise Time and
Time Interval (PTTI) Systems
and Applications Meeting
virtually during its original
dates, January 25–28, 2021.
The ION’s Annual Awards and
Fellows program will also be
hosted virtually in coordination with these events. More
2

information will be posted to the ION’s
website as it is made available.

NAVIGATION’s Impact Factor
Increases
The ION Council convened virtually
prior to ION GNSS+ 2020 VIRTUAL,
during which its members were updated on all
actions taken since the
previous Council meeting
in January. During this
meeting, I was pleased
to report that NAVIGATION’s journal impact
factor (JIF) for 2019
increased during the year.
The JIF of an academic
journal is a measurement
tool used to calculate the yearly average
number of citations referencing recent
articles published in a journal and is an
indication of the relative importance of
the journal within its field.
The ION National Office has been
working hard on initiatives to increase
NAVIGATION’s JIF, including the
promotion of journal articles through
social media, the ION Webinar Series
that promotes recent papers published

Fall 2020

in NAVIGATION through author livestreamed presentations, and the improved
online NAVIGATION author resource
center. The ION’s commitment to NAVIGATION also included the hiring of a
full-time National Office staff assistant
editor, Brianna Snow, in March.
Thank you to Dr. Richard Langley,
NAVIGATION’s new editor, for his work
in this effort and the legacy that Dr. Boris
Pervan, immediate past editor, established for him to follow.

The Purpose of the ION®
Founded in 1945, The Institute of Navigation is the world’s premier non-profit
professional society advancing the art and science of positioning, navigation
and timing.
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continued from page 1
ers finished the entire video. On average,
viewers watched 53 percent of the video.
Wednesday morning’s session, “Status of
GPS, GLONASS, Galileo, BeiDou, and
QZSS,” had the largest audience with
311 people present during the live stream
and 320 viewing it “on-demand.”
Over the course of the conference,
the following videos received the most
views: Wednesday, “A Sub-meter Real-time
Positioning Service for Smartphones,” presented by Joshua Critchley-Marrows with
192 views, with Luciano Tosato’s paper,
“Broadcast Data Authentication Concepts
for Future SBAS Services,” a close second
with 189 views.
On Thursday, “Navigation Using Carrier Doppler Shift from a LEO Constellation: Transit on Steroids,” presented by
Mark Psiaki proved to be popular. And
on Friday, “Analyzing Tesla‘s Level 2 Au-

ION
VIRTUAL

2020

Paper Stats
Some 137 papers received virtual
comments of the full technical
manuscripts as well. This created an
average of three comments per paper.
The following papers received the most
comments: on Wednesday, “A Sub-meter
Real-time Positioning Service for Smartphones” by Joshua Critchley-Marrows;

Thank You
Event Sup

Thank You to our
ION GNSS+ 2020 Technical Committee!
Publication
Chairs

Program
Committee
General Chair
Dr. Chris Hegarty
The MITRE
Corporation

Technical
Track Chairs

on Thursday, “Designing Low-Correlation
GPS Spreading Codes Families via a
Policy Gradient Reinforcement Learning
Algorithm” by Tara Mina; and on Friday,
“A Tool for Furthering GNSS Security
Research: The Oak Ridge Spoofing and
Interference Test Battery (OAKBAT)” by
Austin Albright.
ION GNSS+ 2020 papers and the supporting presentation slides have also been
heavily downloaded — close to 20,000
times at the time of this writing. Out of
the 4,908 full technical paper downloads
and 14,512 presentation slide downloads,
the following papers received the most
downloads: on Wednesday, “State-space
Positioning Corrections via Single-receiver
GNSS Data,” by Amir Khodabandeh
with 120 downloads; on Thursday,
“GNSS/INS Sensor Fusion with On-Board
Vehicle Sensors” by Ryan Dixon with 95
downloads; and on Friday, “Analyzing
Tesla‘s Level 2 Autonomous Driving System

tonomous Driving System Under Different
GNSS Spoofing Scenarios and Implementing Connected Services for Authentication
and Reliability of GNSS Data,” presented
by Roi Mit, was the most viewed of the
day.
The virtual platform allowed
participants to comment on videos,
resulting in a sense of community as
410 comments were posted. Feedback
overall has been impressive as the virtual
environment allowed many authors to
put forth their very best.
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Dr. Alexander
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Delft University of
Technology, The
Netherlands
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University
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NTSC, Chinese
Academy of Sciences,
China
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Under Different GNSS Spoofing Scenarios
and Implementing Connected Services for Authentication and Reliability of GNSS Data”
by Roi Mit with 77 downloads.
Technical Program Stats
For the technical portion of the conference, out of the 430 abstracts submitted,
sessions divided into a commercial and
policy track and separate sessions for peerreviewed research papers, 332 abstracts
were accepted for full presentations at ION

GNSS+ 2020. These proposals came from all
over the world (35 percent from North America, 36 percent from the United Kingdom and
Europe, 28 percent from Asia/Australia, and 1
percent from other regions).
Of these abstracts, 26 percent of papers were
cancelled by their authors, a jump from the 9
percent cancellation rate in 2019. Polling and
survey of the cancelled papers seems to attribute
the high cancellation rate — very unusual for
ION GNSS+ — to COVID-19 research delays
continued on page 9

Winners of ION’s “Where Will You Be Watching?”
This year, the ION recognized that everyone would be “attending” ION GNSS+ 2020
VIRTUAL in a different location. We invited you to send us photographs of you, showing
us from where you would be watching, to post on ION’s social media sites. The following
two photos tied for the most original and will receive some prized “ION swag” for their
photographs.

Dr. Ramsey Faragher, Mathematical Bridge alongside the River Cam, within Queens’ College,
University of Cambridge, England

Thank you to
our ION GNSS+
VIRTUAL
EXHIBITORS and
SPONSORS for
their support:
BAE Systems
CAST Navigation, LLC
Coordinates Magazine
EMCORE Corporation
GeoConnexion Magazine
German Aerospace Center
(DLR)
GPS World
Hemisphere GNSS
Ideal Aerosmith, Inc.
IFEN GmbH
Inertial Labs Inc.
Inside GNSS
The Institute of Navigation
KVH Industries, Inc.
Labsat By Racelogic
Lockheed Martin Space Systems Co.
Masterclock Inc.
Microchip Technology Inc.
Munich Satellite Navigation
Summit
NavtechGPS
NovAtel Inc.
Orolia
Quantum Reversal Inc.
Quectel Wireless Solutions
Co., Ltd
QuNav
Regulus Cyber
Rohde & Schwarz USA, Inc.
Rx Networks, Inc.
SBG Systems
Septentrio
Spirent Communications PLC/
Spirent Federal Systems
Syntony GNSS
WORK Microwave GmbH

The WORK Microwave Team hiked The Brecherspitz Mountain in Bavaria, Germany, for this
shot (close to WORK’s headquarters in Holzkirchen, Bavaria).
Fall 2020
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PRESENTED AT ION GNSS+ 2020 VIRTUAL

Satellite Division Awards
Dr. Y. Jade Morton Becomes the Satellite Division’s 30th Kepler Recipient, but the First to Receive the Award “Virtually"

D

Dr. Morton’s lab developed event-driven GNSS data acquisition systems (EDAS), designed to capture severe space weather
and ionosphere disturbances of GNSS signals, which could not
be handled by existing GNSS monitoring receivers. The University of Colorado Boulder Laboratory for Atmospheric and Space
Physics designed and built remotely configurable, multi-GNSS,
multi-band, software defined radio (SDR) hardware using
off-the-shelf components, and developed innovative software,
including machine-learning algorithms for automatic event detection to trigger raw data recording during these events.
Her lab deployed these receivers worldwide. This global
network has enabled unprecedented studies and forecasting of
ionosphere/space weather phenomena, detection of satellite oscillator anomalies, and development of advanced GNSS receivers
for navigation and remote sensing under challenging conditions.
Dr. Morton’s group has made groundbreaking advances in
GNSS carrier phase processing and established theoretical performance bounds. Her group developed optimal carrier tracking
loop architectures and implementations, and successfully applied
the techniques to processing signals experiencing strong ionospheric scintillation for ionosphere and space weather research;
radio-occultation signals traversing moist lower troposphere for
weather and climate modeling; weak coherent reflected signals
from ocean, land, and sea ice for precision altimetry applications; and navigation in urban canyons and on high dynamic
platforms.
Dr. Morton is an expert on space weather and ionosphere
monitoring. Her research findings range from climatology and
morphology of ionospheric plasma irregularities to spatial, temporal, and frequency domain characteristics; cause-effect relationships between solar-geomagnetic activities and GNSS signal
disturbances; and radio wave propagation theory and simulation.
The studies, based on data from her GNSS networks, magnetometers, radar and satellite-based measurements, cover the globe
from the arctic to the equator and span an entire solar cycle.
Professor Morton is currently the Thomas F. Austin Faculty
Fellow and director of the Colorado Center for Astrodynamics Research at the University of Colorado Boulder where she

r. Chris Hegarty, Satellite Division Chair, presented the
Satellite Division’s Johannes Kepler Award to Dr. Y. Jade
Morton on Friday, September 25, the final day of ION GNSS+
2020 VIRTUAL. The award cited Dr. Morton’s advances in
scientific and navigation receiver technology, automated data
collection, robust carrier phase tracking, remote sensing, and her
profound impact as an educator and author.
The Johannes Kepler Award recognizes and honors an indi-

Dr. Y. Jade
Morton,
2020
recipient
of the
Johannes
Kepler
Award

vidual for sustained and significant contributions to the development of satellite navigation. It is the highest honor bestowed by
the ION’s Satellite Division.
Dr. Morton, an aerospace engineering professor at the University of Colorado Boulder, has made pioneering contributions
to the advancement of GNSS receiver technology and utilization of these enhanced capabilities for scientific discovery. Her
work combines scientific rigor with state-of-the-art engineering
innovations to simultaneously improve positioning, navigation,
and timing (PNT), while revealing remarkable new applications
for GNSS.

Dr. Y. Jade
Morton receives
Kepler Award
remotely from
Satellite Division
Chair, Dr. Chris
Hegarty, during
a live streamed
virtual awards
ceremony.
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mentors students, faculty, staff, and an
ever-expanding international network of
collaborators throughout the world. She
is a prolific author with more than 270
publications. She was awarded her Ph.D. in
electrical engineering at Pennsylvania State
University.
Dr. Morton has served numerous
organizations by providing thousands of
hours of volunteer service, including having
organized each of the ION’s large technical conferences and leading more than
10 student teams participating in ION’s
autonomous lawn mower and snowplow
competitions. She is credited as one of the
co-organizing founders of the ION’s Pacific
PNT conference, has served as the ION
Satellite Division Chair, and is the current
ION President. Dr. Morton is a past recipient of the IEEE Kershner Award and the

ION’s Burka and Thurlow Awards. She is a
Fellow of the ION, RIN, and the IEEE.
2020 Parkinson Award Presented
Dr. Kimia Shamaei, University of
California, Irvine, received the Bradford W.
Parkinson Award for her thesis, “Exploiting
Cellular Signals for Navigation: 4G to 5G.”
The Parkinson Award is awarded annually
to an outstanding graduate student in the
field of Global Navigation Satellite Systems
(GNSS). This award, which honors Dr.
Parkinson for his leadership in establishing
both the U.S. Global Positioning System
and the Satellite Division of the ION, included a personalized plaque and a $2,500
honorarium.
Any ION member who is a graduate student completing a degree program with an
emphasis in GNSS technology, applications,
or policy is eligible for the award.

Dr. Kimia Shamaei, 2020 Parkinson
Award Winner

Red Pencil Recognition
Dr. Mathieu Joerger, Virginia Tech, and Dr. Boris Pervan, ITT, were recognized with a bouquet of red pencils and an Amazon gift
card for their outstanding contributions to the Institute this past year in their role as peer reviewers for various ION activities.
The ION would like to thank each of them for their quality and timely reviews when called upon to do so!

2020 Red Pencil Recognition
In gratitude of individuals who demonstrated outstanding contributions to the Institute this past year in their role as a peer
reviewer for various ION activities. These contributions are recognized with a bouquet of red pencils and an Amazon gift card.

Dr. Mathieu Joerger
Virginia Tech

Fall 2020

Dr. Boris Pervan
ITT
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ION GNSS+ 2020 Best Presentation Awards
Session A1: Augmentation Services, Integrity
and Authentication

Session D2: Urban and Indoor Positioning,
Navigation and Mapping

Session D4: GNSS Augmentation and
Robustness for Autonomous Navigation

Multi-Antenna Vision-and-Inertial-Aided
CDGNSS for Micro Aerial Vehicle Pose
Estimation: James E. Yoder, Peter A. Iannucci,

Detecting Slowly Accumulating Faults Using
a Bank of Cumulative Innovations Monitors in
Kalman Filters: John David (JD) Quartararo

Gunning, Todd Walter, Stanford University;
Lance de Groot, Laura Norman, Hexagon
Autonomy & Positioning, Canada

Lakshay Narula, Todd E. Humphreys, The
University of Texas at Austin

and Steven E. Langel, The MITRE Corporation

Bounding Temporally Correlated Measurement
Noise: Review of Techniques and an Application
to PPP Integrity: Juan Blanch, Eric Phelts, Kaz

Session C1: Navigation in Urban
Environments 1

3D LiDAR Aided GNSS and its Tightly Coupled
Integration with INS Via Factor Graph
Optimization: Weisong Wen and Li-Ta Hsu,
Hong Kong Polytechnic University, Hong Kong

Session D1: Alternative Technologies for
GNSS-Denied Environments 1

Session E2: GNSS Receiver Technologies and
Processing for Challenging Environments 1
Blind Opportunistic Navigation: Cognitive
Deciphering of Partially Known Signals of
Opportunity: Mohammad Neinavaie, Joe

Khalife, and Zak M. Kassas, University of
California, Irvine

Session A3: Land-Based Applications

GNSS/INS Sensor Fusion with On-Board Vehicle
Sensors: Ryan Dixon, Brett Kruger, Michael

Tight Integration of Digital Map and Tethered
Positioning and Navigation Solution for IoT
Applications and Land Vehicles: Yashar

Bobye, Jonathan Jacox, Hexagon/NovAtel,
Inc., Canada

Balazadegan Sarvrood, Haiyu Lan,
Aboelmagd Noureldin, and Naser El-Sheimy,
Profound Positioning Inc., Canada

Session B3: Trends in Future Satellite
Navigation Technology, System Design and
Development

Session E1: Advanced Technologies in High
Precision GNSS Positioning 1
DGNSS-based Cooperative Positioning Using
Statistics-Adaptive Particle Filter: Alex
Minetto, Fabio Dovis, Alessandro Gurrieri,
Politecnico di Torino, Italy

Session F1: GNSS Authentication and AntiSpoofing 1

Optimal Sequential Spoof Detection Based on
Direction of Arrival Measurements*: Fabian
Rothmaier, Stanford University (*also an ION
GNSS+ 2020 Student Paper Award Winner)

Session A2: Aviation and Aeronautics

GPS and GALILEO Airframe Multipath Error
Bounding Method and Test Results: Matt
Harris, Paul Schlais, Tim Murphy, Boeing
Commercial Airplanes; Angelo Joseph,
Jeremy Kazmierczak, Collins Aerospace

Session B2: GNSS Augmentation Systems and
Integrity 1
Overbounding Sequential Estimation Errors
Due to Non-Gaussian Correlated Noise: Steven

Langel, The MITRE Corporation; Omar
Garcia-Crespillo, Institute of Communications
and Navigation, German Aerospace Center
(DLR), Germany; Mathieu Joerger, Virginia
Tech

Session C2a: Navigation in Urban
Environments 2

Tight Coupling Between Radar and INS/
GNSS with AUTO Software for Accurate
and Reliable Positioning for Autonomous
Vehicles: Abdelrahman Ali, Billy Chan, Amr
Ahmed, Medhat Omr, Dylan Krupity, Qingli
Wang, Amr Al-Hamad, Jacques Georgy, and
Christopher Goodall, TDK, Canada

ION Newsletter

GNSS Acquisition Performance of Short
Spreading Codes: Christoph Enneking,

German Aerospace Center (DLR), Germany;
Felix Antreich, Instituto Tecnológico de
Aeronáutica (ITA), Brazil; André L.F. de
Almeida, Federal University of Ceará (UFC),
Brazil

Session C3: Novel Applications of GNSS
Measurements from Smartphones

Detecting Ionospheric Irregularity Based on
ROT Variation Using Android Devices Cloud
System: Jeonghyeon Yun, Cheolsoon Lim,
Byungwoon Park, Sejong University,
South Korea; Y. Jade Morton, University of
Colorado, Boulder

Session E3: Advanced Technologies in High
Precision GNSS Positioning 2

Multi-GNSS Ambiguity Resolution as a
Substitute to Obstructed Satellites in Precise
Point Positioning Processing: Nacer Naciri and
Sunil Bisnath, York University, Canada

Session F3: Atmospheric Effects on GNSS

Time lags in Ionospheric Scintillation
Response to Geomagnetic Storms: Alaska
Observations: Zhe Yang and Y. Jade Morton,
University of Colorado

Session B4: GNSS Applications in Space

Simulation and Analysis of GPS Multipath for the
GEDI Experiment Onboard the International Space
Station: Viliam Klein and Penina Axelrad,
University of Colorado

Session E4a: GNSS Receiver Technologies and
Processing for Challenging Environments 2
NLOS Multipath Detection Using Convolutional
Neural Network: Taro Suzuki, Chiba Institute

of Technology, Japan; Kusama Kazuki,
Yoshiharu Amano, Waseda University, Japan

Session E4b: Next Generation GNSS
Positioning

Impact of Cascading Faults on MegaConstellation-Augmented GNSS
Integrity: Danielle Racelis and Mathieu
Joerger, Virginia Tech

Session F4a: GNSS Vulnerabilities and
Anti-jamming

Improved Automatic Detection of GPS Satellite
Oscillator Anomaly Using a Machine Learning
Algorithm: Yunxiang Liu and Y. Jade Morton,
University of Colorado Boulder

Session F4b: GNSS Receiver and Antenna
Technologies

Exploring the Ultra-high-precision Ranging
Potential of BDS B1 Signal: Yang Gao, Zheng
Yao, Mingquan Lu, Tsinghua University,
China

Session A5: Autonomous Applications

A Robust Algorithm for Pseudorange-based
Terrestrial Positioning Under Degraded
Geometries: Gianluca Zampieri, Shrivathsan
Narayanan, Omar Garcia Crespillo and
Okuary Osechas, German Aerospace Center,
(DLR), Germany

Session D5: Alternative Technologies for
GNSS-Denied Environments 2

Assessing Real 5G Signals for Opportunistic
Navigation: Ali A. Abdallah, Kimia Shamaei,
and Zak M. Kassas; University of California,
Irvine

Session E5: GNSS Receiver Signal Processing
for Degraded Signal Conditions
Conception of a Post-correlation RFI Mitigation
Approach Based on RFI Impact Estimation to the
Correlators and Comparison with the Classical
Pre-correlations FDAF Method: Thomas
Kraus and Thomas Pany, Universität der
Bundeswehr München, Germany

Session C4: Machine Learning in Location

Designing Low-Correlation GPS Spreading Code
via a Reinforcement Learning: Tara Yasmin
Mina and Grace Xingxin Gao, Stanford
University
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Session F5: GNSS Authentication and Anti-Spoofing 2

Mapping Bit to Symbol Unpredictability in Convolutionally Encoded Messages
with Checksums, with Application to Galileo OSNMA: Cillian O'Driscoll,
Independent Consultant, Ireland; Ignacio Fernández-Hernández,
European Commission, Belgium

Session A6: Marine Applications and Search and Rescue

Maritime Environment GNSS Multipath Analysis in the Framework of the
MARGOT Project: Alexandru Pandele, Antonia Croitoru, Institute of
Space Science, Romania; Andrei Hulea, Romanian InSpace Engineering,
Romania; Costi Cherciu, Institute of Space Science, Romania; Alina
Radutu, Irina Stefanescu, Romanian Space Agency, Romania; Katarzyna
Urbanska, ESA; Dumitru Andrescu, Romanian Maritime Hydrographic
Directorate, Romania; Claudiu Dragasanu, Marius Trusculescu, Mugurel
Balan, Institute of Space Science, Romania

Session B6: Spectrum: Protection and Optimization

I am Not Afraid of the Jammer: Navigating with Signals of Opportunity in
GPS-Denied Environments: Zak M. Kassas, Joe Khalife, and Ali Abdallah,
University of California, Irvine; and Chiawei Lee, US Air Force Test Pilot
School

Session D6: Navigation Using Environmental Features

Digital Track Map Aided Track Occupancy Identification Method in Railway
Stations: Tao Yang, Debiao Lu, Baigen Cai, Jian Wang, Jiang Liu, Beijing
Jiaotong University, China; Phillipe Laviron, Thales, China Enterprises
Management Co., Ltd., China

Session F6: Remote Sensing; Space Applications; Timing and Scientific
Applications

continued from page 5
that prevented gathering and analysis of testing results. Beyond the written research, the program included 241 video
presentations with an average of 28.9 views each. Within the
research track, 78 papers were submitted for peer review with
the majority (72 papers) being approved.
In a separate student competition, a committee of recognized industry and academic experts selected the best papers
submitted by full-time undergraduate or graduate students.
Only those papers of superior technical quality were honored
with Student Paper Awards. Of 14 papers submitted for consideration, the top 4 received awards (in alphabetical order):
Dinh Thuan “Thomas” Le, National Cheng Kung University,
China; Guangcai Li, Wuhan University, China; Fabian Rothmaier, Stanford University, USA; and Xinao “Allen” Wang,
University of Nottingham, United Kingdom.
ION GNSS+ 2020 gathered the leading voices in GNSS
and positioning, navigation, and timing and fostered engaged learning through its virtual components. The Institute
of Navigation would like to thank all of the attendees and
contributors for their participation.

Coherent and Semi-coherent Spaceborne GNSS-R for Land Surface Altimetry
Applications: Yang Wang, Y. Jade Morton, University of Colorado Boulder

GNSS+
®

2021

September 20-24, 2021

Exhibit Hall: September 22 and 23
St. Louis Union Station Hotel
St. Louis, Missouri

The 34th
International Technical
Meeting of the Satellite Division
of the Institute of Navigation
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PERSPECTIVES FROM SIX ION PRESIDENTS

Navigating the Past, Present, and Future
In honor of the ION’s 75th anniversary,
I interviewed the ION’s three oldest-living
past presidents and the three most recent
presidents to gather their perspectives on
the biggest challenges facing the navigation
community, then and now.
I sensed the excitement from our early
presidents who led the ION through the
conceptual development and launch of the
first iteration of GPS, and I could tell that
they had stories and anecdotes that could
go on for days. For anyone seeking an indepth, personal history of GPS’s early days,
I recommend watching “The Lonely Halls
Meeting” documentary, released in 2018.
Our most recent presidents are equally
excited to lead the ION through the PNT
revolution now underway. They shared their
thoughts on the greatest scientific, societal,
and even otherworldly challenges as we
navigate into the future. And yet, many of
the same hard, fundamental problems that
existed then, exist now, and will continue to
exist in the future.
Here’s to the next 75 years, ION! A
special thank you to all of the presidents who
were willing to share their thoughts, experiences, and stories for this feature. —Dr.
Kyle Wesson
Time Past and Present: Seidelmann,
Green, Klepczynski
Dr. P. Kenneth Seidelmann was the
ION’s president in 1979–80 and was
there at the beginning when, as he says,
“GPS was the big upcoming subject” —
along with hand calculators. He notes
that “GPS has become an all-encompassing technology,” but it was “hard to
conceive that GPS receivers would be
small and cheap and down to a chip like
they are now.”
Some of Ken’s early work involved supporting the nascent computerized calculations of astronomers and navigators, both
of whom were starting to rely on computers for predictions and analysis.
“I introduced an ‘Almanac for Computers’ and a floppy disk with almanac
data,” Ken recalls. “The Air Force had the
ION Newsletter

Out-going ION president, David Hoag, receives Distinguished Service Award from
ION’s in-coming president, Dr. Kenneth
Seidelmann (ION president 1979-1980).

inertials” and, as he observed, the ION’s
membership was “really old.” Gaylord
saw the myth of GPS turn into reality
after six satellites launched, pausing due
to the fatal 1986 Challenger space shuttle
incident and the resulting need for a new
launch system for GPS spacecraft.
Before GPS, Gaylord worked on developing the systems that would navigate
“reentry vehicles” (i.e., missiles) at 150 gforces to hit a target, which he states was
the biggest navigational challenge of his
career. The concept of TERCOM, or terrain contour mapping, which he helped
develop, remains in use in cruise missiles
today to update their inertials when flying
over land.
The biggest surprise, Gaylord admitts,
is how well all of today’s “strap down”
sensors — that is, chips and microchips
— work at such a small scale. He had
“envisioned most of the applications, but
not the size,” and he even “thought time
distribution might be more important
than navigation.”
While Gaylord “taught the current

data from the ‘Almanac for Computers’
keypunched, while we had it digitally
available.”
In promulgating his innovation, Ken
had to be careful not to run afoul of U.S.
Government Publishing Office
regulations regarding distribution of floppy disks. When
he learned that no regulations
existed (yet) for floppies, he
created his own standard. To
advance celestial navigation,
Ken also worked on the process
for inputting sextant data directly into hand calculators.
He urges researchers to take
any opportunity that might
come along, which in Ken’s
case led him to fix a 38-foot
sundial that “didn’t tell time
Richard vander Mulen and Col. Gaylord Green (ION
right,” to make a star map in
president 1986-1987) at the ION’s 42nd Annual MeetJerusalem, and to write the
ing (June, 1986).
book The History of Celestial
presidents everything [he] knows,” he
Navigation, published this year.
admits that one of his toughest jobs was
The interest that Ken saw at the beginthe talk gave to his daughter’s third-grade
ning of GPS led to rapid growth of the
class when GPS was nothing more than a
ION’s Satellite Division. In 1986–87,
concept and he had to teach the class how
Mr. Gaylord Green served as the ION’s
GPS worked with paper clips and string.
president when the “old guard was
10
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made GPS the “bulwark for developing international time.”
Ken, Gaylord, and Bill all agreed
that resiliency remains the biggest
challenge for GPS ahead.
Time Present and Future: Raquet,
Morton, van Diggelen
Dr. John Raquet, ION president
2017–19, sees the biggest challenge
today as “brittleness” in the GNSS
technology on which we’ve come
ION past president Jeff Schmidt presents Dr. Wil- to rely for so many things. The
liam “Bill” Klepczynski (ION president 1987-1988) problem isn’t a hiker getting lost
with the ION’s Distinguished Service Award.
in the woods, but rather protecting technology that has become
This all came about because in her spelldeeply integrated into society and critical
ing lessons, she used the word “America”
infrastructure. The challenge, he says, is
in the sentence: “my daddy builds satelto design systems that are “not dependent
lites for America.” The questions were
tough to answer because of third-graders’
“ability to articulate.”
A year after Gaylord’s tenure, Dr. William Klepczynski took over the presidency from 1987–88 as “GPS was growing
really big.” He thinks he is one of the
few surviving attendees who went to the
technical meetings to evaluate the three
proposals for the original GPS.
Bill advocated for the use of atomic
clocks on the satellites, rather than
crystals, even though “nobody was really
sure how the atomic clocks would work
in orbit.” It was a time of “creativity and
concept development” that eventually
Dr. John Raquet (ION president 2017-2019)

Dr. Y. Jade Morton (ION president
2019-2021)

on one navigation system” and, should
the worst case occur, to recover from a
potential outage, whether intentional or
unintentional.
John sees our use of integrated systems
as the solution. Navigation will no longer
be a single-source solution, but one comprised of navigation based on any signal,
anytime, anywhere. He also sees a future
ION conference at which ION members
will be annoyed by the general public
talking about using their “GPS,” when
they actually mean a system that relies
on a wide variety of navigation sources
to provide a PNT solution. This is GPS’s
continued on page 13

The BIG Issues: Yesterday, Today, Tomorrow
Dr. P. Ken Seidelmann
1979–80

Mr. Gaylord Green
1986–87

Dr. William Klepczynski
1987–88

Yesterday

Celestial navigation, hand calculators, “Almanac for Computers,”
floppy disks

Launch of first six satellites, concept to
practice, cruise missile navigation

Choice of atomic clocks, selective
availability, international time distribution

Today

Backup to GPS, availability of
systems

GPS augmentation systems, “too easy to
take GPS away”

“Continue to make GPS more robust”

Dr. John Raquet
2017–19

Dr. Y. Jade Morton
2019–21

Dr. Frank van Diggelen
2021–23

“Brittleness” of GNSS, building “assured solutions” based on multiple
integrated systems

High-impact scientific and fundamental
R&D, integrity of navigation and their
dependent systems

“Widespread adoption of navigation
techniques,” achieving maximum
benefit for humanity

Interference mitigation, spectrum protection, robust receivers

Multi-world navigation systems,
including Lunar and Martian PNT

Today

Tomorrow Navigation from any signal, anywhere, anytime
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SAE RESEARCH REPORT

Publication Addresses Concerns in Applying
Satellite Navigation to Air Traffic Management

T

he Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE)
EDGE Research Reports has recently
published a new 34-page report titled Unsettled
Topics in the Application of Satellite Navigation
to Air Traffic Management authored by Jim
Farrell with contributions from numerous ION
members.
Contemporary air traffic management
(ATM) challenges are both (1) acute and (2)
growing at rates far outpacing established
ways for absorbing technological innovation.
According to the author, the lack of timely response will guarantee failure to meet demands.
Immediately that creates a necessity to identify
means of coping and judging new technologies
based on possible speed of adoption.
Paralleling these challenges are developments
in capability, both recent and decades old.
Some steps (e.g., Global Positioning System,
or GPS, backup) are well known and, in fact,
should have progressed further long ago. Others (e.g., sharing raw measurements instead of
position fixes) are equally well known and, if
followed by further flight tests initiated (and
successful) years ago, would have produced a
wealth of in-flight experience by now if development had continued. Other possibilities
(e.g., automated pilot override) are much less
common and considered largely experimental.
This SAE EDGE Research Report is aimed
at focusing industry attention on unsettled
ATM issues and activities that appear most
likely to offer solutions, starting with the near
term and continuing on toward increasing
versatility and confidence as experience accumulates. In general, the more familiar developments tend to suggest quicker acceptance
of test trial initiation, while comparatively
unexplored techniques call for a more gradual
assimilation. Flexibility for growth is needed
in any event, without the pervasive delays that
have obstructed progress for so long.
SAE EDGE Research Reports are intended to identify and illuminate key issues in
emerging, but still unsettled, technologies of
interest to the mobility industry. The goal of
SAE EDGE Research Reports is to stimulate
discussion and work in the hope of promotION Newsletter

ing and speeding resolution of identified issues. SAE EDGE Research Reports are
not intended to resolve the challenges they identify or close any topic to further
scrutiny.
Members of the EDGE Development Team involved in this report included:
Dana Goward, Resilient Navigation and Timing Foundation; Dr. Dorota GrejnerBrzezinska, The Ohio State University; Tim Murphy, Boeing Commercial Airplanes; Maj. Ron Ogan, Civil Air Patrol; Logan Scott, Logan Scott Consulting;
Doug Taggart, Overlook Systems Technologies; Dr. Erik Theunissen, Netherlands
Defense Academy; Dr. Maarten Uijt de Haag, University of Berlin; and William
Woodward, SAE International Aerospace Avionics Division.
For more information see: <edgeresearch@sae.org>.
SAE International is a global association of more than 128,000 engineers and
related technical experts working in the aerospace, automotive, and commercialvehicle industries that develop standards and promote education.
12
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WOMEN IN PNT / PERSPECTIVES

continued from page 1

satellite systems operator and crew chief.
“She probably looks up to me more than
anyone in the family, and I have a chance
to show her she doesn’t have to do typical
‘women jobs,’ or follow ‘women roles,’
and that it’s OK to break the norms.”
According to the National Science
Foundation, women make up only 28
percent of employment in science and
engineering career fields. Furthermore,
an even smaller percentage of Air Force
personnel are women, about 21 percent.
In addition to Thuli, Malone, and
McCaa, the members of the crew include:
1st Lt. Mary McLaughlin, 2nd SOPS
payload system operator; 1st Lt. Mikayla
Roberts, 2nd SOPS mission analyst;
Senior Airman Joelle Schritt, 19th SOPS
mission planner; Airman 1st Class Gillian
Clover, 2nd SOPS satellite systems operator; and Airman 1st Class Larissa Contreras, 2nd SOPS satellite systems operator.
“Whenever we look at these particular
operators on paper, we can see they’re
some of the best our squadron has to
offer,” said Capt. Angela Tomasek, 2nd
SOPS flight commander. “The fact they’re
all women is just a bonus.”

The program made history on July
23 when a crew of eight women space
operators gained satellite control authority (SCA) of satellite vehicle number
76 (SVN76). The crew included eight
uniformed personnel from the
“We want to
2nd and 19th
inspire future
Space Operagenerations of
tions Squadrons
(SOPS).
young women
“We have a lot
and let them
of females in the
know they can
squadron, and,
have a place
given the crew
scheduling, we
in the Space
had the opportuForce,”
nity to establish
an all-female
crew,” said 1st Lt. Alexis Thuli, 2nd
SOPS operations assistant flight commander. “We decided to have this female
team on crew during the SCA, creating a
more historic event for the squadron.”
Maj. Lucia White, 2nd SOPS assistant director of operations, said the
45th Space Wing female meteorologists

at Cape Canaveral Air Force Station,
Florida, who determined the weather was
suitable for launch of SVN76 on June 13
inspired her to bring the idea to life in
2SOPS.
“We want to inspire future generations
of young women and let them know
they can have a place in the Space Force,”
White said. “[The Space Force] is the
place to be, especially for those who may
have barriers to overcome.”
In addition to the operational crew,
Brig. Gen. Traci Kuekermurphy, Mobilization Augmentee to the Space Force
Director of Operations and Lt. Col.
Maggie Sullivan, Space and Missile Systems Center, granted SCA approval for
their respective entities making the entire
transfer an all-female event.
The crew cited Brig. Gen. DeAnna
Burt, HQ U.S. Space Force director of
operations and communications, as one
of their role models. Before serving in
her current role, Burt served as the 2nd
SOPS squadron commander and as 50th
Space Wing commander.
“I’m doing this for my little sister,”
said Staff Sgt. Kelly Malone, 2nd SOPS

continued from page 11
own “Xerox” moment of sorts.
Such multi-system integrations were
coming to fruition as part of the softwaredefined radio maturation that Dr. Jade
Morton observed in her pursuits of GPSenabled scientific research as the current
ION president in 2019–21. She is “really
excited about all the value GNSS brings
to the scientific community” and hopes
that the PNT community will support
these efforts with the same vigor as commercial applications.
The “scientific community and their
applications get overlooked but have a
high impact and many benefits to society,” Jade notes, and better yet, all one has
to do is “use the free signals already out
there.”
Protecting those signals is the ongoing
problem that Jade expects to arise in the
future, whether it is ensuring the integrity of automated systems dependent on
GPS or defending the GNSS spectrum

from potentially loud spectrum
neighbors.
“We still need better technology so that we can coexist,” she
notes. “These fights will always
be there. There’s always going
to be greediness.”
The ION’s incoming president, Dr. Frank van Diggelen,
who will serve in 2021–23,
noted that the greatest navigational challenge that society
faces is the “widespread adopDr. Frank van Diggelen (in-coming ION president,
tion of navigation technoloJanuary 2021)
gies,” ensuring that everyone
for large-scale societal benefits, such
— not only those who can afford a
as real-time traffic monitoring and
$1,000 smartphone — get the benefits of
contact tracing. And looking even
ubiquitous, accurate navigation.
further ahead, he sees more than
“The challenge for the whole industry,”
one navigation system. “We won’t
Frank says, “is to get the most out of the
be talking about the GPS, we’ll have
systems for the greatest number of people
the Lunar and Martian positioning
in the world.”
systems” as we explore the moon and
That means overcoming the public’s
the red planet.
potential fear behind using these services
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FROM
FROM THE
THE ION
ION HISTORIAN,
HISTORIAN, MARVIN
MARVIN MAY
MAY

Charles Stark ‘Doc’ Draper
Marvin B. May

I

t was about 50 years ago, but I will
never forget how I felt that day. I do
not remember many of the details, only
the emotions that ran through me. Some
events in one’s life inexplicably dwell
in the deep recesses of the brain and
periodically recur with the same sharp
sentiments as the original episode. Such
is the case surrounding my first experience attending a navigation symposium.
I cannot remember the city where the
conference was being held or even the
main reason I was attending. After all,
I was a young engineer, recently graduated, who happened to be assigned to a
navigation division. Indeed, I was just
grateful that I was able to find my way to
the conference in a strange city.
I do not think it was even an Institute
of Navigation (ION) symposium; probably a government sponsored meeting in
the era before the ION assimilated most
navigation-related conferences. I think
in those days that conferences did not
conduct multiple parallel sessions, just
one main session in a single, exceptionally large auditorium.
Like many young engineers who
had spent most of his last few years
buried in technical books and in my
case also riding three hours a day on
the New York City subway to City
College and Columbia, I felt shy and
socially inadequate. So, when I entered
the lobby outside the auditorium, I
desperately searched for someone I could
speak to, or, if not, some place I could
inconspicuously hide.
Eventually, I came across another
young engineer — in retrospect, probably a physicist, from another large navigation house. For the sake of recounting
events, I will refer to him as “Bill.” I had
previously briefly met Bill at my place of
employment a couple of months prior.
ION Newsletter

He seemed a nice enough person who at
least could serve my immediate need to
not appear to be a wallflower.
Bill and I exchanged a few pleasantries,
and then he told me that he was
presenting a paper at the symposium.
The topic of his presentation was on
the results of gyroscope testing at his
organization’s inertial test facility. Bill
went on to confess that he was nervous
about giving his first major presentation.
Bill and I Meet ‘Doc’
I sat through several technical lectures
that morning without understanding
almost anything but appreciating the
delicious free pastries offered during
the breaks. Then I perked up when Bill
stepped up to the podium and began his
presentation. Bill had spoken for less than
five minutes when a portly, short, elderly,
bespectacled man, seated inconspicuously
in the middle of the room, abruptly
interrupted and questioned Bill about
the methodology used for testing the
gyroscopes.
Bill began to reply to the question by
explaining the theory of gyroscope testing
and the apparatus used in his laboratory.
At this point the rather pugnacious
man interrupted again and in a bold,
argumentative tone said something to the
effect that Bill didn’t know what he was
talking about, his results did not hold
water, and that Bill should know whom
he was addressing. I was startled by this
lack of academic gentility usually afforded
to presenters and felt deeply sympathetic
to Bill’s situation.
Bill and I very soon found out that we
might have been the only two people at
the conference who did not know that
the questioner was none other than Dr.
Charles Stark Draper. Anecdotes about
“Doc Draper” abound in the storied
14
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corridors of the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology (MIT) from which he earned
his doctoral degree in physics in 1938.
Draper had employed his aviator
experience and mechanical engineering
genius to lead the MIT Instrumentation
Laboratory in the development of
shipboard gyroscopic-stabilized gunsights
that played a major part in shooting
down attacking Japanese aircraft during
World War II. Draper was a ballroom
dancer, a boxer, and a basketball player.
Consequently, although he had a
doctorate in physics, he probably wasn’t
ever called a nerd.
The ‘Real World’ and Inertial
Navigation
When he became a professor at MIT,
Draper took a hardline approach in
the classroom: his students focused on
real world problems and not theoretical
equations. He always stressed the physical significance of the technology. And,
despite recourse to impatient interrogation at times, his inviting leadership style
created a setting for others’ creativity to
thrive. Draper’s legacy includes the accolade, “father of inertial navigation,” for his
role in inventing and implementing guidance systems based on the accelerometers
and gyroscopes that he and his colleagues
Fall 2020
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at the MIT Instrumentation Laboratory
developed.
For a while in the late 1940s and
early 1950s it appeared that General
Relativity’s Equivalence Theorem
proposed by Albert Einstein, which stated
that one could not distinguish gravitation
from linear acceleration, would impede
the progress of inertial navigation. Inertial
navigation’s mechanization seemed to
rest on being able to measure gravitation
and acceleration independently within a
proverbial black box.
To a physicist infused with Einstein’s
general theory, this raised an apparently
profound conundrum that seemed to
imply that the quest for an autonomous
inertial navigation system was futile and
a monumental waste of money. Such was
the position championed in the 1940s by
the eminent Russian-American physicist
George Gamow, who had made major
contributions in the fields of quantum
mechanics and thermonuclear physics.
The latter had been a collaborator of
Edwin Teller, the “father” of the hydrogen
bomb. Gamow was also a proponent and
elaborator of Georges Lemaître’s theory
of an expanding universe, for which he
coined the term “Big Bang” to describe
its genesis.
Gamow was not only a respected

physicist; he was a member of the
powerful Guidance and Control Panel
of the U.S. Air Force’s Science Advisory
Board. The downfall of Gamow’s
skepticism regarding the feasibility
of “black box” inertial navigation has
been attributed to a staunch defense
of the concept led by Draper. The
irascible “Doc,” himself a member of
the USAF Science Advisory Panel,
forced a confrontation, arranging a
major classified conference to review the
progress in the field of inertial navigation.
Apparently, the preponderance
of evidence demonstrating the
accomplishments in the field discouraged
Gamow and others from continuing
to challenge the possibility of inertial
navigation. The determination of gravity
became recognized as a parallel, practical
challenge for the achievement of precise
inertial navigation, rather than as an
insurmountable obstacle.
Draper’s self-confidence was
epitomized when in 1961, after being
questioned by NASA on whether the
Instrumentation Lab could successfully
design and build the Apollo guidance
system, he volunteered to be one of the
astronauts to go to the moon.
Draper’s work represented the best
of U.S. engineering energy and skill.

Dr. Charles Stark Draper receives the
ION’s 1956 Thurlow Award for his outstanding contribution to the advancement of navigation.

To honor “Doc,” the Instrumentation
Lab that he led and that implemented
the technology to navigate to the moon
would eventually bear his name, Draper.
“Doc” Draper, were he alive today,
might not forgive Bill and I for not recognizing him on that fateful day in 1970. As
a navigation historian, I am grateful for
his contributions and understand the role
that his personality traits contributed to
his remarkable success. He is nominated
to the ION’s Navigation Hall of Fame.
(Portions of this article were excerpted
from Draper Labs’ website celebrating the
50th anniversary of the Apollo 11 moon
landing <https://wehackthemoon.com/
bios/charles-stark-draper>.)
Marvin B. May is a Professor Emeritus of
Navigation at the Pennsylvania State College, an ION Fellow and the 2006 winner
of the Institute of Navigation’s P.V.H. Weems
award for continuing contributions to the
art and science of navigation. His emails are
mayven4@comcast.net and mbm16@psu.
edu. Nominations for the Navigation Hall
of Fame may be sent to the above emails.
Want to learn more about Draper and
the history of inertial navigation? Check
out this draft video: <https://youtu.be/
epdmOdLAhSc>.

Albert Hill Building of Draper Laboratory,
Cambridge, Massachusetts
Wikimedia Commons
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Defense Matters

National Security PNT Investments
Confronting Dual-Use Realities

C

Doug Taggart

President
Overlook
Systems
Technologies, Inc.

ION Newsletter

ountless examples are scattered over
hundreds of years of how developments in technology have been applied
for both peaceful (civilian/commercial)
and military (national security) needs.
Examples include missile/rocket
technology, nuclear technology, artificial
intelligence, chemical and biological
developments, and GPS — just to name
a few.
Concerns about how such technologies
are managed by nations are directly
traceable to the early days of the Cold
War and fears about the proliferation
of nuclear weapons. The modern
label assigned to such technologies is
“dual-use.”
The recently published 30-year anniversary supplement to GPS World
provided a collection of perspectives by
members of the GPS World Editorial
Advisory Board. One of those commentaries was authored by Jules McNeff
(vice-president for Strategy & Programs
at Overlook Systems Technologies) and
is viewable online at <https://www.
gpsworld.com/gps-and-gnss-confrontingdual-use-realities>.
Jules looked at the evolution of positioning, navigation, and timing (PNT)
technologies from the conception of GPS
in the 1970s as a Cold War military system designed to satisfy national security
requirements, yet at the same time, also
included civil attributes to enhance safety
by providing improved navigation accuracy for civil aviation. (Among the key
milestones enshrining this dual-use role:
President Ronald Reagan’s 1983 offer to
make civil GPS available to the world in
response to Russia shooting down Korean
Air Line flight KAL007.)

meeting the
needs of a nation’s military/
national security requirements and
secondarily
benefiting civil/commercial
applications.
By example,
the British
Parliament’s
Longitude
Act of 1714
was created in response to a navigation error suffered seven years
earlier by the British Royal Navy that led to a squadron of ships
running aground and sinking off the Isles of Scilly killing nearly
2,000 sailors.
The Longitude Act resulted in the focused development of
accurate timepieces, e.g., the maritime chronometer. John Harrison’s clocks, known as H1through H4 played a significant
role in meeting the Royal Navy’s military navigation needs, but
ultimately the “dual-use” chronometer contributed significantly
to safe navigation for a far greater number of civilian/commercial
vessels.
A more recent example of military need driving dual-use
development can be found in the British GEE system developed
to meet Royal Air Force (RAF) requirements for night bombing
missions during World War II. GEE was the first radionavigation
system developed in which receivers measured the time delay
between two synchronized radio signals to produce a fix.
Accuracy on the order of a few hundred meters at ranges of
up to about 350 miles were achieved when the GEE system was
placed in service in 1942. Jamming vulnerability ultimately reduced its usefulness as a military bombing aid, but it remained in
use as a civil aviation navigational aid in the UK up to 1970.
Here in the United States, GEE is also credited with inspiring the Loran-A system created during WWII by the MIT
Radiation Laboratory. The Radiation Lab was the forerunner
of today’s MIT Lincoln Laboratory, which is a federally funded
Department of Defense (DoD) research and development center
chartered to apply advanced technology to problems of national
security. When Loran-A was phased out in the 1970s and replaced by the more advanced Loran-C system, nearly 30 percent
of the world’s surface was covered by Loran-A signals.
Similar parallels to “dual-use” radionavigation technology prior
to GPS can be found in Loran-C, Omega, and Transit. Ulti-

Defense First
Seeking to stay in the lane of navigation, or more broadly PNT, one could
make the case that a vast majority of
PNT technologies are traceable to first
16
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mately, all three of these systems provided
operational capabilities into the 1990s for
both military and civilian purposes alike
prior to GPS being declared operational.
When the full operational capability
(FOC) of GPS was declared in the summer of 1995, the DoD requirements for
Omega, Transit, and Loran-C came to an
end, as did their “dual-utility” and connection to the DoD’s budget.
Maintaining a PNT ‘Gold Standard’
Allow me to highlight what I consider
the take-away point of the article by Jules
McNeff: the openness that has elevated
GPS to the pinnacle of being the global,
dual-use, “Gold Standard” for spacebased PNT has at the same time undermined its national security benefits when
considering the threats and vulnerabilities
to its military functionality when it is
most needed.
The indisputable awareness that accurate and available PNT is essential to
meeting the needs of today’s warfighter

®
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is forcing the DoD to reconsider how
and whether techniques of assured PNT
access should be openly discussed in the
future.
An approach that strives to migrate
away from entanglement in “dual-use”
complexity is being implemented by the
U.S. Army with the recent opening of
a new PNT Modernization office. This
office has a mission to develop PNT
solutions that will be aimed at reducing dependence on GPS. An example of
this initiative can be seen in the contract
awarded by the Army to Collins Aerospace in October for a next-generation
Mounted Assured Position Navigation
and Timing system, or MAPS, to ensure
that soldiers know where they are even
if the GPS signal is denied, degraded, or
spoofed. (See related article on page 21.)
Aligned with the DoD PNT Enterprise
Strategy, the Army’s focus is to develop
user equipment solutions using an opensystems architecture founded on carefully
established standards. This will enable

JOINT
NAVIGATION
CONFERENCE
Enhancing Dominance and Resilience for
Warfighting and Homeland Security PNT

June 7–10, 2021

Northern Kentucky Convention Center
Greater Cincinnati Ohio
Classified Session hosted at
Air Force Institute of Technology
Dayton, Ohio

ion.org/jnc
Fall 2020

continued modernization and software
upgrades over time at the user equipment
level separate from the complications of
developing and deploying source-of-signal
systems such as GPS.
The goal of this approach is to field
new capabilities faster and cheaper and be
agile in dealing with and countering new
threats and vulnerabilities. This will also
decrease overreliance on any particular
PNT system as is the current case with
GPS. Ultimately, the Army hopes to
release new solution sets every five years,
ensuring that soldiers can always overmatch adversaries' capabilities.
If successful, the Army’s efforts may
result in a paradigm shift where ensuring PNT robustness for military utility
can remain focused uniquely on evolving
national security requirements and not
being caught up in reliance on PNT systems which are constrained by their more
open dual-use applications.
Dedicated in remembrance of Terry McGurn, Ron Beard and Ron Braff.

ABSTRACTS DUE
FEBRUARY 5
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ION EDITOR
SPOTLIGHT

Interview by Kyle Wesson

I

nstead of talking with one of ION’s
Technical Representatives this quarter,
I got the opportunity to speak with Dr.
Richard Langley, the new editor of ION’s
NAVIGATION journal, who is already
laying out an aggressive agenda to promote our journal far and wide.
For starters, Richard plans to change
the citation style from AMA (a style
introduced by the American Medical
Association) to APA (the style maintained
by the American Psychological Association), which includes the use of authors’
names in the in-text references. He also
wants to include Digital Object Identifiers, or DOIs, for all referenced articles,
particularly for those that have appeared
in NAVIGATION. A DOI is a unique
string of numbers, letters, and symbols
used to permanently identify an article or
document and link to it on the Internet.
This would help ensure that our journal
and that of the Royal Institute of Navigation’s similarly named journal each get
the credit they deserve.
Richard is also working closely with
the journal’s new assistant editor, Brianna Snow, who took over from Miriam
Lewis (thank you, Miriam!). In addition
ION Newsletter

Dr. Richard
B. Langley

to a 75th anniversary edition, featuring
a platinum-colored cover, expect to see
more feature review articles as well. The
goal of all these changes is to encourage
the submission of quality articles by both
up-and-coming and senior researchers,
promote the citation of NAVIGATION
articles, and raise the impact factor of the
journal.
Outside of the journal, Richard
remains a professor at the University of
New Brunswick and also edits the GPS
World “Innovation” column, both of
which are keeping him as busy as ever
despite the worldwide effects of COVID-19. He seems to have lost no energy
as he enters his 70s!
Please read on to get to know Richard
a little better, and stay safe and healthy.
1. How did you first get involved with
ION?
It was in 1991. I had been teaching
some GPS courses to different organizations in Canada, based on my teaching
and research at the University of New
Brunswick (UNB), and I was invited by
Navtech Seminars to present a course
at the ION GPS-91 meeting in Albuquerque. I think this was my first ION
18

meeting, and it was where I joined the
Institute as a member. Subsequently, I
was invited to co-chair a session at ION
GPS-93 in Salt Lake City. I had been a
committed geodesist, and my research
and that of my students had centered
on geodetic applications of GPS, and I
mostly attended meetings for geodesists
and geophysicists. However, as we were
getting into the analysis and modelling
of atmospheric and other effects on GPS,
I realized that there was a lot going on
in the geodetic community in terms of
GPS research that would be of interest
to the navigation community. So, I kind
of switched allegiances, and the ION
became my primary learned-society affiliation and remains so today.
2. What is your favorite aspect of being
a member of ION?
I would have to say it is going to the
meetings that ION holds. Not only have
they afforded me and my team at UNB
a means to formally present our work to
the community, but they are also an excellent opportunity to informally engage
with friends and colleagues in the exhibit
halls and corridors. I have seen many
parts of the United States that I might
not have visited if it weren’t for the ION,
and my wife and I have taken the opportunity to tack on enjoyable vacations
to some of the meetings.
3. What type of GNSS work do you
do currently, or have you done, in the
past?
I’ve just turned 71, but I’m not retired
yet and still teach and mentor graduate
students at UNB. As any professor will
tell you, it’s the graduate students and
post-docs who do the bulk of the work
in most research groups. And I have been
fortunate to have had some star students
over the years who became ION members and went on to make their own
marks in academia, government labs, and
industry. Besides pioneering work in the
development of precise point positioning,
my students have made significant contributions in using GNSS to study the
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ionosphere and tropoahead even though it
"Believe it or
sphere and in developing
might sound like science
algorithms to ameliorate
fiction today. I recall
not, I started
the effects of the atmohow in 1983 a group of
to carve out
sphere in GNSS posiUNB authors predicted
my
career
path
tioning, navigation, and
the “wrist locator” in a
as a future
timing. Of note was the
paper presented at an
work we did in helping
international conference.
academic while
to create the tropospheric
In that paper, we said
still in high
delay estimation algo“With the miniaturizaschool. "
rithm for the Wide Area
tion and cost reducAugmentation System,
tion being experienced
work that was supported
continually, it is surely
by Industry Canada’s collaboration with
safe to postulate the limit of this evothe FAA.
lution: a cheap ‘wrist locator’ giving
instantaneous positions to an accuracy of
1 [millimeter].” Elsewhere in the paper,
4. What do you consider some of the
we suggested a price for this technologimost important current research, educal wonder of $10, and that it would be
cation, policy, or technical topics in
available sometime in the twenty-first
GNSS for the next year?
century. Well, we had the first GPS
It’s difficult to accurately predict what
watch with Standard Positioning Service
is going to happen next year. Paradoxiaccuracy in 1999, before the twenty-first
cally, it’s safer to predict something far
century began, with a list price of about

$400. We were a bit overly optimistic in
the capabilities and cost of the first wrist
locator, but as we have seen, GPS (or
rather GNSS) chips and modules have
become progressively smaller and cheaper, and there are many GNSS watches
now on the market. They might not offer
millimeter accuracy, but most people
don’t need that. However, we are getting
close to that accuracy with something not
much bigger than a watch: a smartphone
with potential accuracies approaching
the centimeter level having already been
demonstrated.
5. What areas of ION have you been involved in, and what areas do you hope
to see grow in the future?
I have been a session co-chair at numerous ION meetings, have been on a
number of award committees, and served
continued on page 20
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continued from page 19
on ION Council as a technical representative. But perhaps my most significant contribution to ION has just
begun; I am the new editor-in-chief of NAVIGATION,
the ION’s journal. With the support of ION staff and
a great team of associate editors, we are introducing
some changes to improve the format of the journal
and to improve its impact factor. We would like to see
NAVIGATION as the journal of choice for publishing
high-profile papers on PNT and related fields.
6. If you were not in your current field, what would
you want to do for a living?
That is a difficult question to answer. Believe it or
not, I started to carve out my career path as a future
academic while still in high school. I imagined myself
as a professor of experimental physics or astronomy.
So, I took an undergraduate degree in applied physics at the University of Waterloo and enrolled in as
many astronomy courses as I could fit in my schedule.
But instead of doing a graduate degree in a traditional
physics area or in astronomy, I got into geophysics and
worked on the application of very long baseline (radio)

interferometry to geodesy. While I was doing a post-doc at MIT
primarily on the application of lunar laser ranging to geodesy,
a faculty position at UNB became available. I applied, got the
job, and have been there ever since. It will be 40 years next year.
It’s the best job in the world, and I can’t imagine doing anything
else. However, just to see what else I might have an aptitude for,
I took some Government of Canada career quizzes. What came
out among the top jobs matching my interests and abilities? Engineering physicist! Who would want to do anything else?
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Calendar of Upcoming Events
JANUARY 2021
25-28: ION International Technical
Meeting (ITM) & ION Precise Time
and Time Interval (PTTI) Meeting
2021 To Be Held Virtually
Contact: ION
Web: ion.org
MARCH 2021
15-17: Munich Satellite Navigation
Summit
Contact: Bavarian Ministry of Economic
Affairs
Web: https://www.munich-satellitenavigation-summit.org/
APRIL 2021
19-22: ION Pacific PNT MeetingO
T
(PNT) 2021, Hilton
LED Beach,
UWaikiki
D
2
E
2
20
CH Hawaii
Honolulu,EOahu,
R S
ING
Contact: ION SPR
Web: ion.org

JUNE 2021
1-4: ION Joint Navigation Conference (JNC) 2021,
Northern Kentucky Convention Center, Greater
Cincinnati, Ohio and AFIT, WPAFB, Dayton, Ohio
Contact: ION
Web: ion.org
SEPTEMBER 2021
20-24: ION GNSS+ 2021, St. Louis Union Station
Hotel, St. Louis, Missouri
Contact: ION
Web: ion.org
NOVEMBER 2021
15-18: NAVIGATION 2021, International
Navigation Conference (INC); European
Navigation Conference (ENC) and the
Institutes of Navigation (IAIN) World Congress,
Edinburgh, Scotland
Contact: RIN
Web: www.rin.org.uk

U.S. Military Advances Assured PNT in
Environment of Threats to GPS

D

epartment of Defense leaders are moving
to ensure the availability of positioning,
navigation, and timing (PNT) capabilities as
its premier navigation resource, the Global Positioning System, encounters growing pressure
from intended and unintended interference,
including jamming and spoofing of signals.
The U.S. Army opened a PNT Modernization Office and an associated Open
Innovation Lab in October to develop PNT
solutions that will be aimed at reducing
dependence on GPS. (See “Defense Matters”
column in this issue for further discussion of
these developments.)
In September, the U.S. Army’s Program
Executive Office for Intelligence, Electronic
Warfare and Sensors, which oversees the PNT
Modernization Office and lab, awarded Collins Aerospace a program-of-record contract to
mature and integrate a positioning, navigation, and timing (PNT) system for the Army’s
increasingly sophisticated manned ground
vehicles — the Mounted Assured Position
Navigation and Timing System (MAPS).
Located at Aberdeen Proving Ground in
Maryland, the Open Innovation Lab will
allow commercial entities to work with the
Army to develop PNT solutions, including
evolution of the C4ISR/EW Modular Open
21

Suite of Standards (CMOSS) Lab and the
Network Cross-Functional Team’s Orion
Forge.
According to Army officials responsible
for the program, MAPS will maintain the
integrity of positioning and timing during operations in GPS-contested environments. It collects and integrates PNT
data from disparate sources to serve as a
navigation alternative to GPS, ensuring
continued field operations under GPS
jamming conditions. Collins Aerospace
will deliver new systems to be evaluated
for a year with the potential for fielding
up to 8,000 additional vehicles upon
completion.
MAPS is designed to be installed on
vehicles, providing troops with accurate
position, navigation and timing data
even when the GPS signal is denied,
degraded or spoofed. MAPS fuses PNT
data from multiple sources, including
timing sensors, barometer measurements
and inertial navigation units, creating an
alternative that can validate or replace
GPS data. The sensor fusion will enable
field units to operate without terrestrial or
satellite-based RF signals.
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ION News and Notes
MEMBER NEWS

2021–23 National Nominations Notice
Nominations for officers were submitted by the 2021–23 Nominating Committee of The Institute of Navigation.
The ION’s Nominating Committee was
chaired by Dr. John Raquet and included
three representatives from each region.
Additional Nominees
Pursuant to Article V of The Institute of
Navigation’s bylaws, “additional nominations may be made by petition, signed
by at least 25 members entitled to vote
for the office for which the candidate
is nominated.” All additional nominees
must fulfill nomination requirements
as indicated in the ION bylaws and the
nomination must be received at the ION
National Office by November 6.
Voting
Voting will be conducted electronically
via the ION website. On-line ballots will
be available after November 13. On-line
voting must be completed by December 4 to
be counted.
Election Results
Results will be announced at the ION
2021 International Technical Meeting/
PTTI Meeting, January 25–28, 2021.
Newly elected officers will take office
on January 28 at the conclusion of the
meeting and serve for two years. Election results will be reported in the ION
Newsletter.

NOMINEES FOR 2021–23
President
Dr. Frank van Diggelen
Executive Vice President
Dr. Sherman Lo
Dr. Gary McGraw
Treasurer
Dr. Frank van Graas

ION Newsletter

Eastern Vice President
Dr. Mathieu Joerger
Dr. Jason Rife
Western Vice President
Mr. Tim Murphy
Mr. Neil Gerein
Eastern Council Member-at-Large
Ms. Barbara Clark
Dr. Pau Closas
Dr. Seebany Datta-Barua
Dr. Sanjeev Gunawardena
Western Council Member-at-Large
Dr. Zak Kassas
Dr. Paul McBurney
Dr. Jihye Park
Dr. Tyler Reid
Technical Representatives
Dr. José Ángel Ávila Rodríquez, The
Netherlands
Dr. Jeff Dickman, USA
Dr. Fabio Dovis, Italy
Dr. Christoph Gunther, Germany
Dr. Patrick Henkel, Germany
Dr. Allison Kealy, Australia
Dr. Samer Khanafseh, USA
Dr. Nobuaki Kubo, Japan
Dr. Heidi Kuusniemi, Finland
Dr. Alexander Mitelman, USA
Dr. Madeleine Naudeau, USA
Ms. Laura Norman, Canada
Dr. Okuary Osechas, Germany
Dr. Laura Ruotsalainen, Finland
Dr. Joe Rushanan, USA
Dr. Jiwon Seo, South Korea
Satellite Division Election Results
This past summer, the ION Satellite
Division held its election for Division
officers. The following individuals were
elected and will serve on the Satellite
Division Executive Committee for a twoyear term of office.
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Chair: Patricia Doherty, Boston
College
Vice Chair: Sandy Kennedy, Hexagon,
Canada
Secretary: Dr. Mohammed Khider,
Google
Treasurer: Dr. Demoz Gebre-Egziabher, University of Minnesota
Additionally, Dr. Jiyun Lee, KAIST,
Korea, and Dr. Stefan Schlueter, DLR,
Germany, were appointed as International Technical Advisors. Dr. Chris Hegarty
will continue to serve for an additional
two years as the Immediate Past Chair.
Dr. Hegarty was recognized during the
ION GNSS+ 2020 VIRTUAL awards
ceremony for his leadership as Satellite
Division Chair the past two years. During
his term, he led efforts to continue to
evolve the Division, which has included
modifications to this year’s ION GNSS+
program to facilitate making the conference and exhibition a virtual event in
the midst of the on-going COVID-19
pandemic while also expanding the Division’s outreach to the international PNT
community.
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IN MEMORIAM
Ron Beard
ION Fellow
Ronald Beard, 76,
passed away July
20, 2020. Ron
was a physicist at
the U.S. Naval
Research Laboratory (NRL). He
held undergraduate degrees in Chemical
Engineering and Physics and a graduate degree from George Washington
University.
Ron began his professional career as
an officer in the U.S. Navy in 1968. He
retired from full-time government service
in 2015 but continued to work part-time
at NRL until the time of his death. Over
the course of his 40-year career, he made
significant contributions to the generation and dissemination of precise time
from space.
He participated in various technical
groups, including membership on the Air
Force Scientific Advisory Board Study
Group into Global Air Navigation and as
Navy representative on the Project Reliance Frequency Control Panel, as head of
the Department of Defense PNT Focus
Team for Space Technology, past chair of
the ITU-R Special Rapporteur Group on
the future of the UTC Time Scale, and
International Chair of the ITU-R Working Party 7A, Precise Time and Frequency
Broadcast Services. He authored or coauthored more than 50 papers, including a
dozen that were presented at various ION
meetings.
Ron was an organizer of the ION’s
Annual PTTI conference and the ION’s
Joint Navigation Conference. He was
a recipient of the ION’s Distinguished
PTTI Service Award and was an ION
member for more than 30 years.
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Dr. Robert
Grover Brown
ION Fellow Dr. Robert
Grover Brown
(“Grover”)
passed away on
August 10, 2020.
He was 94 years
old. Grover
earned his B.S., M.S., and Ph.D. degrees (completed 1956) from Iowa State
University.
After working on integrated navigation
systems for two years at North American
Aviation, he established a life-long career
at Iowa State as a professor of electrical engineering. Grover’s work in integrated navigation systems led to extensive
research in applying Kalman filtering to
navigation problems. His textbook on
Kalman filtering was first published in
1982, and later editions are still in wide
use today.

geodesy. Grover was very active in the
ION and the navigation community
generally. He served as an associate editor
for the ION NAVIGATION journal for
decades, co-chaired the RTCA SC-159
RAIM working group, and taught with
NavTech Seminars.
He supervised numerous Ph.D.
students, many of whom went on to
prominent careers in navigation and controls. Grover was a recipient of the ION
Weems Award and the ION Burka Award
twice. He was also an IEEE Fellow and
received the IEEE AESS Kershner Award.

Dr. Terry
McGurn
Dr. Terry
McGurn, 84,
passed away August 20, 2020.
Terry retired as
an analyst in the
Senior Executive
Service from the Central Intelligence Agency where he was a
recognized expert in navigation,
guidance, and control technologies, and systems.
Dr. R. Grover
Following his civil service
Brown (at
career, he spent years continuing
left) receiving his first
to support the U.S. government
Samuel M.
as a private consultant, addressBurka Award
in 1978 from ing security issues related to
ION Presisatellite and terrestrial navigation.
dent David
He served as a member of the
Hoag. (Dr.
National Space-based PNT AdviBrown was
awarded
sory Board and numerous other
a second
Burka Award organizations that addressed the
importance of satellite navigation
in 1983.)
to the nation’s military and civil
Grover was a pioneer in very low
infrastructure.
He was a member of the
frequency/Omega navigation in the
GPS World Magazine Editorial Advisory
1960s and ‘70s. He then made extensive
Board and was an active member of ION.
contribution in GPS, particularly in the
areas of integrity monitoring and satellite
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